Effects of dorsal root entry zone lesion on spinal cord potentials evoked by segmental, ascending and descending volleys.
The spinal cord potentials (SCPs) were recorded from the dorsal root entry zone (DREZ) and posterior epidural space in patients before and after dorsal root entry zone lesion (DREZL) during general anaesthesia. The SCPs from the DREZ activated by segmental, ascending and descending volleys were basically the same in fundamental waveform as those recorded from the posterior epidural space. Segmentally activated slow negative (N1) wave, reflecting synchronized activities of dorsal horn neurones, and positive (P2) wave, thought to indicate primary afferent depolarization, were affected by DREZL in all 4 subjects tested, even by contralateral stimulation, suggesting that these components of the segmental SCPs in man partly reflect the activities of the contralateral dorsal horn. The spike-like potentials activated by ascending volleys were not affected by DREZL, while the subsequent slow components were decreased in the lesioned level. This may indicate that ascending spinal cord tracts are not affected by the operation, and suggests that the origin of the slow components by ascending volleys lies at least in part in the segmental dorsal horn. The slow negative and positive components, recorded at a remote segment from DREZL, in response to the descending volleys, were augmented after DREZL, suggesting that activation of ascending or descending inhibition through a feedback loop via the supraspinal structures might occur at least transiently following DREZL. All components of the SCPs activated by descending volleys were decreased or disappeared in recording from the lesioned level, as expected. Thus, intra-operative recording of the SCPs during DREZL might be beneficial for monitoring and studying human spinal cord function.